Evaluating PET-CT in the detection and management of recurrent cervical cancer: systematic reviews of diagnostic accuracy and subjective elicitation
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Background Positron emission tomography–computed tomography (PET-CT) is recommended to triage women for exenterative surgery and surveillance after treatment for advanced cervical cancer.

Objective To evaluate diagnostic accuracy of additional whole body PET-CT compared with CT/magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) alone in women with suspected recurrent/persistent cervical cancer and in asymptomatic women as surveillance.

Design Systematic reviews. Subjective elicitation to supplement diagnostic information.

Search strategy/Selection criteria/Data collection and analysis Searches of electronic databases were performed to June 2013. Studies in women with suspected recurrent/persistent cervical cancer and in asymptomatic women undergoing follow up with sufficient numeric data were included. We calculated sensitivity, specificity and corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Meta-analyses employed a bivariate model that included a random-effects term for between-study variations (CT studies) and univariate random effects meta-analyses (PET-CT studies) for sensitivity and specificity separately.

Subjective elicitation Prevalence of recurrence and the accuracy of imaging elicited using the allocation of points technique. Coherence of elicited subjective probabilities with estimates in the literature examined.

Results We identified 15 relevant studies; none directly compared additional PET-CT with MRI or CT separately. Most CT and MRI studies used older protocols and the majority did not distinguish between asymptomatic and symptomatic women. Meta-analysis of nine PET-CT studies in mostly symptomatic women showed sensitivity of 94.8 (95% CI 91.2–96.9), and specificity of 86.9% (95% CI 82.2–90.5). The summary estimate of the sensitivity of CT for detection of recurrence was 89.64% (95% CI 81.59–94.41) and specificity was 76% (95% CI 43.68–92.82). Meta-analysis for MRI test accuracy studies was not possible because of clinical heterogeneity. The sensitivity and specificity of MRI in pelvic recurrence varied between 82 and 100% and between 78 and 100%, respectively. Formal statistical comparisons of the accuracy of index tests were not possible. Subjective elicitation provided estimates comparable to the literature. Subjective estimates of the increase in accuracy from the addition of PET-CT were less than elicited increases required to justify the use in PET-CT for surveillance.

Conclusion Evidence to support additional PET-CT is scarce, of average quality and does not distinguish between application for surveillance and diagnosis. Guidelines recommending PET-CT in recurrent cervical cancer need to be reconsidered in the light of the existing evidence base.
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Introduction

Cervical cancer was diagnosed in 2851 women in the UK in 2010 and 936 deaths from cervical cancer in the UK were recorded. Early-stage cervical cancer is treated by surgery or chemoradiation (stages I–IIA) whereas advanced-stage cervical cancer (IIIB–IV) is treated predominantly by chemoradiation. Chemotherapy alone is reserved for metastatic cancer at presentation. Recurrence is more common in advanced cervical cancer (30%) than in early-stage cervical cancer (6%). Currently surveillance is based on clinical examination at regular follow-up visits to detect recurrence. If recurrence is suspected, either on the basis of symptoms or examination, computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to confirm and define the extent of recurrence. Neither modality can distinguish between radiation-induced fibrosis and malignancy.

In women presenting with symptoms of recurrence—e.g. pain/bleeding/fistulae from locally advanced cancer or cachexia from distant metastases is substantially worse than in asymptomatic women detected at surveillance. Treatment options for recurrent cervical cancer encompass radical surgery (salvage hysterectomy or pelvic exenteration), chemoradiotherapy and palliative treatment (which can be chemotherapy or radiotherapy).

In carefully selected women, with pelvis-confined or central recurrence, exenterative surgery involving the removal of bladder, uterus and vagina, and/or rectosigmoid is potentially curative. It is therefore reasonable to assume that improving early detection of recurrence in asymptomatic women will improve survival by identifying women with pelvis-confined recurrence where salvage surgery can be undertaken. However, salvage surgery carries the risk for significant morbidity and mortality, particularly where the pelvis has been irradiated. The long-term impact on the woman, including psychosocial effects, is also considerable. Accurately triaging women with distant metastases to receive palliative therapy and women with potentially curative central pelvic recurrence to exenterative surgery is critical to the management of women with recurrent cervical cancer.

Positron emission tomography (PET) uses 18F-labelled fluorodeoxyglucose uptake in metabolically active tissues for the detection of malignancy. PET-CT combines PET with CT to define anatomical images. The CT images are used for localisation and characterisation of abnormal activity on the PET scans, and therefore they improve the specificity of the PET scan interpretation. However, registration CT scans performed as part of an integrated PET-CT study are almost universally carried out to a relatively low-dose protocol using lower exposure factors and thicker slices than dedicated diagnostic CT. Intravenous and oral contrast are not generally used. As a consequence, resolution and sensitivity for lesions for the registration CT alone will be lower than for a dedicated diagnostic CT.

Whole body PET-CT has shown promise in surveillance, (improved detection of recurrence and distant metastasis in asymptomatic women) and can predict survival outcome if performed 3 months after treatment. However, PET-CT is expensive, the equipment alone costing about £2 million. False positives can occur in other metabolically active conditions, e.g. inflammation or sepsis.

PET-CT has been recently introduced into clinical practice to triage women for exenterative surgery and is endorsed for this use by national guidelines. PET-CT is also recommended as surveillance after treatment for advanced-stage cervical cancer. However, the diagnostic accuracy and effectiveness of PET-CT in accurately triaging women to potentially curative or palliative treatment and the diagnostic accuracy of PET-CT in asymptomatic women are surveillance for recurrence are not known. We performed systematic reviews of test accuracy and subjective elicitation to determine the diagnostic accuracy of whole body PET-CT in addition to CT/MRI in women following treatment for cervical cancer.

In identifying the additional value of PET-CT over standard CT/MRI, we sought evidence to answer three specific questions: (1) value of routine PET-CT in follow up of asymptomatic women after treatment for cervical cancer; (2) value of PET-CT imaging in detecting disease recurrence in symptomatic women; and (3) value of PET-CT imaging in recurrence to define a treatment strategy.

Methods

Systematic reviews of test accuracy

A generic protocol was developed for undertaking the systematic reviews of test accuracy, and diagnostic and therapeutic yield. Systematic reviews of test accuracy were conducted using established methods in line with the recommendations of the Cochrane Diagnostic Test Accuracy Working Group (http://srtda.cochrane.org/handbook-dta-reviews). Comprehensive searches from inception to June 2013 were conducted in MEDLINE, Embase, Science Citation Index, The Cochrane Library, MEDION, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects, the Health Technology Assessment Database, Clinical Trials.com as well as a search of internet resources (UK Clinical Research Network Portfolio, specialist search gateways [OMNI and The National Cancer Institute], Google and Copernic). Electronic searches were supplemented by checking of reference lists, handsearching Gynecologic Oncology and contact with
authors of included studies. No language restrictions were applied.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria**

**Population**
1. Included were:
   a. any women with clinical suspillion of persistent or recurrent cervical cancer after primary treatment, on the basis of one or more of clinical history, clinical examination, tumour antigen tests and imaging.
   b. any women who had had advanced stage cervical cancer (IB2–IV) treated previously, for example with chemoradiation, with a minimum gap between completion of treatment and imaging of 3 months and who were currently asymptomatic and undergoing routine follow up.
2. Excluded were:
   a. studies where the population contained women within 3 months of completion of treatment for primary disease, due to problems associated with distinguishing treatment complications and inflammatory response from recurrence in this patient group.

**Index test**
1. Included was:
   a. PET-CT using [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose as radioisotope tracer in addition to routine imaging (CT/MRI).
2. Excluded was:
   a. PET alone without concurrent CT.

**Comparator tests**
1. Included were:
   a. CT, local or whole body.
   b. MRI, local or whole body.
   c. both CT and MRI, local or whole body.

**Reference standard**
1. Included were:
   a. histopathological findings or clinical follow up for 6 months or more or both (differential verification: different reference standards for index test positive and index test negative women were accepted because of the difficulty of biopsy where there was no indicated lesion to biopsy in index test negative women).
2. Excluded were:
   a. studies where only some of the participants undergoing the index test also received any reference standard (partial verification).

**Outcomes**
1. Included were:
   a. studies that provided numerical data sufficient to create $2 \times 2$ tables of test results comparing index or comparator tests to the reference standard to provide information on test accuracy, giving true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative results.
   b. studies that provided any information on diagnostic impact: change in diagnosis or staging after PET-CT compared with existing tests or reference standard.
   c. studies that provided therapeutic impact: change in treatment plan after PET-CT compared with existing tests or reference standard.

**Study design**
1. Included were:
   a. any prospective or retrospective test accuracy studies.
   b. any diagnostic before and after studies investigating diagnostic and therapeutic impact with or without concurrent assessment of test accuracy.
   c. studies with more than ten participants.
2. Excluded were:
   a. studies on gynaecological cancers not providing separate data for the population with cervical cancer.
   b. studies that described only lesion-based analysis rather than person-based analysis.

**Study selection, data extraction and quality assessment**
Inclusion of studies, data extraction and quality assessment were carried out in duplicate using predesigned and piloted data extraction forms and the QUADAS quality assessment tool for evaluations of test accuracy. Differences were resolved by consensus and/or arbitration involving a third reviewer. Information on the technical quality of imaging technologies were also collected.

**Statistical analysis**
Data were extracted as two-by-two tables (true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives) and REVMAN version 5.2 and STATA version 11 were used for analysis. Where equivocal results were reported these were used in sensitivity analyses by adding the total number of equivocal results to each of true positives, false positives, false negatives and true negatives in turn to derive maximum and minimum variation in sensitivity and specificity. Results were displayed graphically on Forest and receiver operator characteristics (ROC) plots. A bivariate model that included a random-effects term for variation in accuracy and threshold between studies was fitted where adequate results were available to derive summary estimates of sensitivity and specificity and summary ROC curves. The bivariate model has two levels corresponding to variation within and between studies in the meta-analysis. At the first level, the within-study variability for both sensitivity and specificity is assumed to
follow a binomial distribution. The sensitivity–specificity pair for each study must be modelled jointly within study at level one of the analysis because they are correlated. At the second level variation between studies is modelled.\textsuperscript{15} Where the model failed to converge or a correlation could not be estimated properly the bivariate model was simplified to two univariate random effects logistic regression models.

**Methods for subjective elicitation**

An elicitation exercise with specialists in gynaecological imaging, radiation oncology and gynaecological oncology was planned in anticipation of a lack of evidence with which to undertake an economic analysis\textsuperscript{16}; in particular disaggregation of estimates of prevalence and test performance in asymptomatic and symptomatic women and direct comparisons of testing strategies (CT and/or MRI versus routine addition of PET-CT to CT and/or MRI).\textsuperscript{17}

The subjective elicitation exercise aimed to answer (1) the accuracy of routine imaging (CT/MRI); (2) the accuracy of routine PET-CT in follow-up of asymptomatic women after treatment for cervical cancer; (3) the accuracy of the addition of PET-CT imaging to CT/MRI in detecting a recurrence in symptomatic women; and (4) the incremental accuracy required to justify the addition of PET-CT to CT/MRI in routine practice.

**Probabilities elicited**

Informed by the preliminary results of the systematic reviews of test accuracy, the research team decided on the data priorities for elicitation as follows:

1 To determine the prevalence of recurrence in women with an initial diagnosis of stage IB–IVA cervical cancer, where women are assumed to be disease free for a minimum of 3 months after completion of primary treatment: in women presenting with symptoms suggestive of recurrence and separately in asymptomatic women.

2 To determine the test accuracy of chest, abdominal and pelvic CT and/or MRI performed at the discretion of clinicians in women with an initial diagnosis of stage IB–IVA cervical cancer, who are assumed to be disease free for a minimum of 3 months after completion of primary treatment: in women presenting with symptoms suggestive of recurrence, and in asymptomatic women (CT/MRI as surveillance).

3 To determine the test accuracy of CT and/or MRI performed at the discretion of clinicians and of PET-CT (performed regardless of the result of initial imaging) in women with an initial diagnosis of stage IB–IVA cervical cancer, who are assumed to be disease free a minimum of 3 months after completion of primary treatment: in women presenting with symptoms suggestive of recurrence, and in asymptomatic women (CT and/or MRI + PET-CT used for surveillance).

The initial elicitation exercise (\(n = 9\)) was facilitated during an educational meeting to evaluate the accessibility of materials for respondents. Following the success of the initial elicitation, as judged by the face validity of findings fed back to participants, elicitation from subsequent specialists (\(n = 12\)) were conducted using self-completed questionnaires. Subjective estimates of the prevalence of cervical cancer recurrence in two hypothetical cohorts of symptomatic and asymptomatic women and the accuracy of two testing strategies (CT and/or MRI performed at the discretion of clinicians and the routine addition of PET-CT performed regardless of the result of CT and/or MRI) were elicited. Participants completed the elicitation exercise independently in order to ensure that any variation within and across disciplines could be captured. The elicitation exercise comprised an 11-page anonymous self-administered questionnaire (see Appendix S1). We collected data on experience, use of current imaging techniques and participant’s use of PET-CT. We asked what participants considered to be the minimum important clinical difference (in terms of test error rates) in accuracy between imaging with CT and/or MRI alone compared with routine addition of PET-CT to CT and/or MRI that they would require before the introduction of one or other imaging strategy into practice.

Accuracy data were elicited in the form of the proportion of test errors (false positives and false negatives). We chose test errors as a metric of accuracy based on research suggesting that the clinical utility of a test is commonly conceptualised in this way.\textsuperscript{14,18} Subjective estimates of test error rates and of the prevalence of cervical cancer recurrence were used to derive positive predictive values (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV) for asymptomatic and symptomatic women separately.

We defined PPV as the proportion of women who test positive on CT and/or MRI (and separately if PET-CT was to be added routinely) who are confirmed as having recurrence of disease on the basis of histology. NPV is defined as the proportion of women who test negative on CT and/or MRI (and separately for routine addition of PET-CT) who are confirmed as not having recurrence on the basis of a minimum of 6 months clinical follow up. Elicitation of prevalence and test accuracy information was undertaken using the allocation of points technique whereby respondents are asked to indicate the likelihood of a value range being a true estimate by allocating a proportion of 100 points to that value range (the sum of allocated points across each value range summing to 100). Value ranges differed depending on the question being asked. For example the spread of value ranges for subjective estimates of the prevalence of recurrence in asymptomatic women was 0–49% including a single category for >50%. The spread of
value ranges for subjective estimates of the prevalence of recurrence in symptomatic women was 51–100% including a single category of <50%. For elicitation of test accuracy (false positives and false negatives) the spread of value ranges was between 0 and 50% to reflect the fact that a test error rate greater than 50% equates to a test accuracy that is worse than chance. In this way probability functions were obtained for each individual and aggregated mathematically to derive an average distribution for the sample. An aggregated mean value was estimated using the average distribution and the mid-point of each value range. The variability of this aggregated mean was estimated by calculating the standard deviation across the value ranges.

Results

Results of systematic review of test accuracy

Study selection and characteristics of included studies

From 7719 potentially relevant citations, we selected 261 full-text articles for assessment. A total of 246 articles were excluded, most often for different patient population or incorrect study design. Figure 1 shows the PRISMA diagram of selection process. Nine studies evaluated PET-CT,19–27 two evaluated MRI,28,29 four evaluated CT,20,30–32 one evaluated both MRI and CT.33 Three studies gave results for both CT and/or MRI versus CT and/or MRI with whole body PET-CT with the same reference standard of histology or clinical evidence of disease in one study so comparisons can be drawn.20,22,25 Tables S1, S2 and S3 describe the characteristics of included women. The total number of women in the studies ranged from 20 to 276 but some of the studies included women with any gynaecological cancers and others reported imaging results for both recurrent and primary cervical cancer.

Of note, the majority of CT/MRI studies were published between 1981 and 2000 and most did not use standard imaging methods. The quality of the studies was poor; in particular very little clinical information about participants was given and incorporation bias was inevitable for index-test-negative women as a result of the reference standard being clinical follow up, which is likely to have included imaging (see Table S4).

Included studies for each study question

1 Value of routine PET-CT in follow-up of women after treatment for cervical cancer. Two studies included asymptomatic women. One did not present data for asymptomatic women separately from women with symptoms.24 One study gave recurrence rates for routine surveillance and suspected recurrence separately, but not mortality rates in each group.21
2 Value of PET-CT imaging in detecting a recurrence in case of symptoms. We found nine relevant studies.19–27
3 Value of PET-CT imaging in order to define the treatment strategy. Two included PET-CT studies reported information on diagnostic and therapeutic impact.21,25

Statistical results for accuracy of imaging

The sensitivity and specificity for detection of cervical cancer recurrence with CT ranged between 78 and 93% and 50 and 100%, respectively. The summary estimate of the sensitivity of CT for detection of recurrence based on the bivariate hierarchical model was 89.64 (95% CI 81.59–94.41) and specificity was 76 (95% CI 43.68–92.82).

The bivariate model failed to converge for estimation of the accuracy of PET-CT and estimates are therefore based on univariate random effects meta-analyses for sensitivity and specificity separately. This approach was considered appropriate because the failure of the model to converge appeared to be due to a lack of correlation between sensitivity and specificity (see Figure 2, forest plot sensitivity and specificity PET-CT). The sensitivities and specificities of detection of local and distant recurrence combined with PET-CT ranged between 83 and 100% and between 50 and 100%, respectively. For distant recurrence alone the sensitivity of PET-CT was 86% and the specificity was 100%. The summary estimate of the sensitivity of PET-CT for detection of cervical cancer recurrence was 94.8% (95% CI 91.2–96.9) and specificity was 86.9 (95% CI 82.2–90.5) (Figure 2). A sensitivity analysis omitting one study (Amit et al.19) that reported accuracy for distant recurrence only did not affect accuracy estimates to any significant degree (sensitivity 95.0, 95% CI 91.4–97.2; specificity 86.7, 95% CI 81.9–90.4). Only three studies (n = 15) gave results for both standard imaging alone and standard imaging with the addition of whole body PET-CT with the same reference standard of histology or clinical evidence of disease in
one table. Unfortunately the part of the body imaged with standard imaging was not mentioned in one paper (Grisaru).22 This demonstrated sensitivity and specificity of CT and/or MRI of 25 and 50%, respectively, while the addition of PET-CT to this imaging strategy resulted in a sensitivity and specificity of 100%.22 In Cetina et al.20 the sensitivity of CT alone was 91.7%, which improved to 100% with the addition of PET-CT. There was no difference in specificity between the two imaging strategies (50%). Figure 3 shows Forest plot of sensitivity and specificity of CT studies. In Pallardy et al.25 the sensitivity of routine imaging alone compared with routine imaging with the addition of PET-CT was 43% compared with 94% and the corresponding values for specificity were 72 and 75%. Numbers of women imaged in all three studies were small.

Meta-analysis for MRI test accuracy studies was not possible because of considerable clinical heterogeneity. The sensitivity and specificity of MRI in pelvic recurrence varied between 82 and 100% and between 78 and 100%, respectively.

Results for subjective elicitation
Subjective estimation of the prevalence of recurrence was elicited from all 21 respondents and subjective estimation of accuracy from 18 respondents. Responses from individuals who received pre-elicitation education in the form of a lecture did not appear to differ from those completing self-administered questionnaires only. The self-reported characteristics of respondents and their reported use of imaging technologies are outlined in Table S5 and in Figure 4. The mean elicited prevalence of recurrence in women presenting with symptoms a minimum of 3 months after completion of primary treatment was 47.8% (SD 20.8) and for asymptomatic women was 16.7% (SD 13.1). Subjective estimates of the accuracy of the two testing strategies and the minimum important difference between them considered sufficient to warrant the routine addition of PET-CT for the detection of cervical cancer recurrence are shown in Table 1. Mean elicited estimates of the increase in PPV of CT and/or MRI plus PET-CT compared with CT and/or MRI alone in symptomatic women was 2.6% and the increase in NPV was 3.6%. For asymptomatic women the mean elicited increase in PPV was 4.6% and in NPV 3.4%.

The minimum important elicited increase in accuracy of the addition of PET-CT to CT and/or MRI considered necessary to warrant the introduction of PET-CT as a routine investigation in this sample of clinical experts was similar for asymptomatic women (a mean 8.7% reduction in false positives and 6.3% reduction in false negatives) and...
symptomatic women (a mean 7.7% reduction in false positives and 6.4% reduction in false negatives). Hence the subjective estimate of incremental accuracy resulting from the routine addition of PET-CT to MRI and/or CT was estimated to be smaller than the elicited minimum important difference in accuracy required to justify its use for the investigation of women after completion of primary treatment for cervical cancer.

Comparison with systematic review results
We found that elicited estimates of the accuracy of CT and/or MRI plus PET-CT compared with CT and/or MRI alone in symptomatic women were similar to estimates of accuracy in the literature (Table 2). The absence of published estimates of accuracy in asymptomatic women precluded a comparison in this group. Elicited specificities of CT and/or MRI and CT and/or MRI plus PET-CT in asymptomatic women were comparable to literature-based estimates in mixed symptomatic and asymptomatic populations whereas elicited sensitivities were lower. A lower sensitivity would be expected in a homogeneous asymptomatic population compared with a mixed symptomatic and asymptomatic population and therefore this finding supports the validity of elicited estimates.

Discussion
Main findings
Intercollegiate guidelines recommend the use of PET-CT in women with recurrent cervical cancer considered for exenterative surgery or where previous imaging is equivocal. The evidence underpinning these recommendations was largely derived from studies of diagnostic accuracy of PET-CT in primary cervical cancer to predict lymph node metastasis.34–36 In addition, SIGN guidelines also

Table 1. Summary of accuracy results from subjective elicitation exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MRI and/or CT mean (SD)</th>
<th>MRI and/or CT and PET-CT mean (SD)</th>
<th>Difference in false positives and in false negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptomatic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>88.4 (9.2)</td>
<td>91.0 (8.2)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>86.8 (8.7)</td>
<td>90.7 (7.2)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asymptomatic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>85.6 (9.8)</td>
<td>90.2 (7.7)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>90.0 (7.7)</td>
<td>93.4 (5.5)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of test accuracy results from elicitation exercise and systematic review of literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Asymptomatic</th>
<th>Symptomatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Elicited***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Sens</td>
<td>Spec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical follow up and MRI ± CT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical follow up, MRI ± CT and PET-CT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimates of sensitivity and specificity for CT, MRI and PET-CT based mainly on symptomatic but frequently not distinguished according to presentation (asymptomatic or symptomatic) in the literature.
**Elicited estimates of sensitivity and specificity based on prevalence of recurrence in asymptomatic women of 16.7% and in symptomatic women of 47.8%.
recommend a PET-CT scan 9 months after chemoradiotherapy based on limited evidence.\textsuperscript{37,38}

We evaluated evidence to answer three relevant questions: value of PET-CT in routine follow up in asymptomatic women, the value of PET-CT in women with symptoms suspicious of recurrence and the value of PET-CT in defining therapy. In particular, we sought to identify the additional value of PET-CT over conventional CT/MRI in these clinical scenarios. Our systematic review finds that evidence of diagnostic accuracy to support the use of whole body PET-CT in addition to standard CT or MRI in all three scenarios is scarce and of average quality. We found that published studies often do not distinguish between applications for surveillance and for diagnosis in suspected recurrence. There was scant information on imaging as routine follow up for asymptomatic women. Only two papers on diagnostic impact were found.\textsuperscript{21,25} In particular most of the MRI and CT studies did not reflect current practice standards so the true additional value of PET-CT in these scenarios was unclear. In fact, most included PET-CT studies present results of diagnostic accuracy of PET-CT alone rather than the accuracy of PET-CT in comparison with CT/MRI. Hence the additional value of PET-CT in these settings is unclear. Only meta-analysis of PET-CT results was possible and results from the literature were coherent with findings of the subjective elicitation exercise.

The elicited estimated increase in accuracy of adding PET-CT to MRI and/or CT was less than the elicited minimum important difference in accuracy required to justify the routine addition of PET-CT for the investigation of women after completion of primary treatment for cervical cancer.

Strengths and limitations

Our systematic review was comprehensive in its scope and search. We conducted the review in line with contemporary recommendations. Our search of the literature aimed to minimise the risk of selection and publication bias. We made considerable efforts to find appropriate input values on effectiveness of treatment for the decision analytic model, which is based on best available evidence. All assumptions used in the model were agreed by the team based on expert advice a priori.

Experts used in the elicitation exercise were representative in specialty and expertise of decision makers in recurrent cervical cancer. The subjective elicitation exercise was carried out using expert opinion, before any economic analysis was undertaken and produced data not available in the published literature. The definition of expert for the purposes of subjective elicitation is not considered restricted to hands-on experience of a technology as subjective beliefs are shaped by factors other than first-hand experience such as interaction with colleagues, published estimates of accuracy and knowledge of the technology.\textsuperscript{18}

Elicited estimates of accuracy of CT, MRI and PET-CT are plausible and reflect the fact that the accuracy of imaging tests is likely to be greater in symptomatic women than asymptomatic women. In addition, the pattern of elicited estimates of accuracy in asymptomatic women is plausible given the lower prevalence of recurrence in this group. Elicited estimates of accuracy also reflect a greater likelihood of an improvement in NPV compared with PPV in both symptomatic and asymptomatic women, which is consistent with the probability of a larger number of false positives with the addition of PET-CT to current imaging practice. Importantly, elicited estimates of prevalence and accuracy had face validity as judged by feedback to clinical experts who participated in the face to face elicitation exercise.

We did not evaluate subjective estimates of the accuracy of the use of CT/MRI to triage for subsequent testing with PET-CT, which is recommended practice.\textsuperscript{10,11} However, the systematic searches did not identify any papers to support a selective approach either. This work is part of a larger National Institute of Health Research/Health Technology Assessment (HTA reference 09/29/02) funded evaluation of the accuracy and cost effectiveness of PET-CT in recurrent cervical cancer.\textsuperscript{17} We identified the best inputs from evidence to construct a decision analytic model to determine the cost effectiveness of additional PET-CT in recurrent cervical cancer.

Interpretation

Current guidelines support the use of PET-CT in suspected recurrent or persistent disease after initial imaging and as surveillance in asymptomatic women after completion of chemoradiation for primary treatment. This is not supported by evidence from this systematic review of the literature or by the elicitation exercise. Published literature does not support the use of PET-CT for surveillance in asymptomatic patients after completion of primary treatment and is unclear on the value of additional PET-CT in selecting patients for exenterative surgery. This research finds that the accuracy of PET-CT in recurrent cervical cancer is not yet proven. However the authors acknowledge that lack of evidence of the value (of PET-CT) is not the same as evidence to support lack of value.

Good quality, adequately powered studies directly comparing the test accuracy of the addition of PET-CT to MRI and/or CT imaging alone in women with recurrent and persistent cervical cancer are needed. Studies also need to investigate the impact of additional PET-CT on change in diagnosis, work-up and change in the treatment plan. We also recommend that a national register of women considered for exenterative surgery for recurrent cervical cancer be established to prospectively collect data on imaging, decision making and outcomes of treatment. To our
knowledge, although elicitation of conditional probabilities about treatment effects have been undertaken previously, this is the first specific example of elicitation of test accuracy estimates of which we are aware and it demonstrates the value of this approach to inform subsequent modelling where primary data are scant or unreliable. Further test accuracy elicitation exercises will be required to confirm the validity of this approach and for comparison of test accuracy elicitation using other test accuracy metrics. Investigation of the benefit of face to face pre-elicitation education on the validity of responses is warranted as this has an impact on the methods of elicitation that are possible (for example the use of postal and internet-based questionnaires), the resources required and response rate.

Conclusions

Our study raises two important issues—first the paucity of robust evidence on which to base decision making in the diagnosis and treatment of recurrent cervical cancer, and second a broader question on how rapidly evolving, often ‘glamorous’ technology can be robustly evaluated before its incorporation into routine clinical care. The use of PET-CT in recurrent cervical cancer and its endorsement by national guidelines is not currently supported by published literature. Consideration to revise national guidelines and/or prospective study in a national registry of exenterative surgery for recurrent cervical cancer to evaluate the effectiveness of PET-CT in this setting is necessary.
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